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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

O

il gushing from the explosion of BP's
drilling rig in the Gulf of Mexico threatens
precious natural resources across the Gulf of
Mexico and beyond. Many commentators have
observed that this could become America's
greatest environmental disaster. This report
focuses on one key aspect of the disaster: the
special, protected areas of the Gulf's coast and
the vulnerability of the valuable resources they
are designed to safeguard.

Padre Island National Seashore, Texas
There are well over 100 national and state
parks, wildlife refuges, and other protected
areas along the Gulf's coasts, and all are
special, in different and many ways. Our list of
the top 15 was chosen to include the best
examples of the full range of both the
protected coastal public areas and the
resources within them that are vulnerable to
contamination by the BP disaster.

We identify here 15 national and state parks
and wildlife areas that we consider to best
illustrate how the special places of this region
are now at risk. They are:

Because the potential reach of this catastrophe
is so broad, our list certainly cannot include
more than a tiny fraction of what is at stake as
oil continues to gush into and spread around
the Gulf. But by highlighting some of these
special places and what they protect, this
report may shed some light on the amazing
environment of the Gulf of Mexico that is
threatened by the BP oil disaster. This
manifestation of our country's dangerous overdependence on fossil fuels threatens much of
what Americans hold dear, including special
places and unique natural resources in a
region of great natural value.

Breton National Wildlife Refuge, Louisiana
Pass a Loutre Wildlife Management Area,
Louisiana
Delta National Wildlife Refuge, Louisiana
Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge, Louisiana
Gulf Islands National Seashore, Mississippi
and Florida

"This spill is significant, and in all
likelihood will affect fish and wildlife
resources in the Gulf – and across the
North American Continent – for years,
if not decades, to come."

Grand Bay National Wildlife Refuge,
Mississippi and Alabama
Bon Secour National Wildlife Refuge,
Alabama
St. Marks National Wildlife Refuge, Florida

Rowan Gould, Acting Director,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service1

Lower Suwannee National Wildlife Refuge,
Florida

This list does not reflect any judgment or
opinion on where the oil from the BP drilling
rig explosion may go and which areas may be
most affected. At this is being written, it still is
not clear how much oil has already escaped
from the BP blowout, when the gush of oil will
be stopped, where the Gulf's currents and
winds will take the oil, and what may happen if
one or more hurricanes enters the Gulf this
year. Instead, our list is based on, to begin
with, the judgment of the National Park
Service (NPS) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Everglades National Park, Florida
John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park,
Florida
Key West National Wildlife Refuge, Florida
Dry Tortugas National Park, Florida
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge, Texas
1

Service (FWS) that coastal areas they manage
are vulnerable all around the Gulf. NPS has
publicly identified eight units of the national
park system that are potentially vulnerable to
the oil, from Biscayne and Dry Tortugas
national parks in the Florida Keys to Padre
Island National Seashore in south Texas.2
FWS has identified 35 national wildlife refuges
that may be affected, again reaching from the
Florida Keys to extreme southern Texas.3

sperm whales and other oceanic species in
the Gulf to the coral reefs of the Flower
Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary.
Nor do we address areas inland of tidal
waters, although the oil could spread
further, especially if pushed by storm
surges of hurricanes and other coastal
storms. Also, our list is confined to coastal
areas in the Gulf itself, although, as widely
reported by the news media, a regional
current – the Loop Current – may well
carry oil out of the Gulf and up the Atlantic
Coast. All of these other resources are
both valuable and vulnerable. But we
address here only the protected areas of
the Gulf's immediate coast and their
resources. We hope others will detail the
risk to the many other values and
resources at stake here.

We also highlight some of the key resources
protected in the top 15 endangered special
places – resources that are all vulnerable to
the spreading oil from the BP blowout. The
iconic brown pelican, Louisiana's state bird,
which feeds by plunging headfirst into waters
to grab underwater fish. Their feathers can get
fouled by oil to the point that they can no
longer fly. Whooping cranes, one of the world's
rarest birds and America's tallest, which
survive primarily in one natural migratory flock
that winters on the Texas coast and two
introduced flocks that winter on Florida's Gulf
Coast. Their seafood prey can be
contaminated by oil, poisoning the cranes.
Manatees and bottlenose dolphins, marine
mammals which must surface to breathe air.
They can inhale oil and chemical dispersants
on the surface of the water. Sea turtles, which
return to land only to nest on beaches around
the Gulf. They can choke on oil in the water,
and their eggs and hatchlings can be
contaminated by oil on beaches. And mile
after mile of estuaries and marshes along the
Gulf coast, supporting an amazing diversity of
marine and terrestrial life, and
providing the fish breeding
grounds that make possible the
Gulf's extensive commercial and
recreational fishing.

This report is not intended to raise useless
alarm but to galvanize action. Short-term
action is urgently needed to cut the further
flow of oil from the destroyed drilling rig,
to block as much as possible the spread of
the oil already in the Gulf, to defend the
environment from contamination, and to
recover affected resources. Every bit as
important is long-term action. The BP oil
catastrophe is today's overwhelming
demonstration of the dangers of America's
over-dependence on and over-use of fossil
fuels. Besides oil spills, those dangers
include emissions of heat-trapping gases
that are disrupting our climate, other air

Kristen Maxwell, NPS

The special places described here
do not represent all the resources
at risk from the BP blowout. The
list of the top 15 special places
does not reflect the offshore,
mid-Gulf resources that are at
risk, although many deeper-water
resources are in danger, from

An oil-contaminated northern gannet,
a type of seabird, being taken for
cleaning. West Ship Island, Gulf Islands
National Seashore, Mississippi.
2

NPS

pollution that causes deaths and illnesses,
high energy costs that undercut our national
and personal economies, and even increased
risks to our national security. The disaster
unfolding in the Gulf of Mexico is a powerful
reason, one among many, for us to shift to
safer, cleaner, cheaper, and more secure
energy resources. Section 7 presents an
overview of how we can do that. Ultimately,
making such a transformation is the only sure
way to reduce the chances of another oil
catastrophe, in the Gulf or elsewhere, with
devastating effects on special places that we
Americans hold so dear.

FWS

Great egret, Everglades National Park

Water birds killed by oil contamination.

3

Map of Special Places in
Lousisana, Mississippi, and Alabama
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INTRODUCTION
LOUISIANA
Breton National Wildlife Refuge
National Wilderness Preservation System. The
refuge also is a Globally Important Bird Area.

BASIC REFUGE FACTS
Breton National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), the
country's second oldest national wildlife
refuge, was established by President Theodore
Roosevelt in 1904 for the protection of colonial
nesting birds such as sandwich and royal terns
and brown pelicans. This is one of the first
places where oil from the BP oil blowout came
ashore, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
on May 7 closed all of the refuge to public
entry, and later to overflights by low-flying
aircraft. This closure was made to keep the
public safe, to minimize disturbance to nesting
colonial sea birds, and to allow personnel
conducting cleanup operations and recovery
efforts to work safely and efficiently. As of May
25, cleanup operations continue and the
refuge remains closed to the public.

Throughout their history, the barrier islands of
the refuge have been continually reconfigured
by tidal action, winds, and tropical storms.
Major erosion of the islands was caused by
Hurricane Katrina, which also destroyed the
historic lighthouse located on the northern end
of the Chandeleur islands.
NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
Birds. Even after losing much of its surface
land to the forces of Hurricane Katrina, Breton
NWR continues to support about 7,000 tern
nests, 2,500 brown pelican nests, and about
500 black skimmer nests. A non-breeding
group of magnificent frigate birds persistently
resides near North Island. Waterfowl use the
islands as a wintering and migration stop-over
site. The Chandeleur Islands are one of only
four Gulf of Mexico wintering grounds for
redheads, with numbers as high as 20,000.

Breton NWR is a chain of barrier islands in
southeast Louisiana, comprising about 7,000
acres. Access is only by seaplane or boat. The
refuge, except for North Breton island, has
been designated by Congress as part of the

Breton NWR also is
internationally recognized
as a critically important
wintering site for the
piping plover by the
Western Hemisphere
Shorebird Reserve
Network.

Donna Dewhurst, FWS

SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC VALUES
Due to the remoteness of
the islands, public use is
limited, with recreational
fishing the primary use.

Royal terns nesting at Breton
National Wildlife Refuge
5

Birds: Special Resources
The Gulf of Mexico is a globally unique ecosystem, including habitats essential to the annual
cycles of hundreds of species of breeding, wintering and migrating birds – sea birds, waterfowl,
wading birds, shorebirds, raptors, songbirds, and
more.4

long-term population declines.

“If this stuff comes onshore,
a lot of birds are going to die.”
Roger Helm, Chief, Division of
Environmental Quality, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service5

According to the American Bird Conservancy, 33
Globally Important Bird Areas along the Gulf
Coast from Texas to southern Florida, including
several of the endangered special places described
in this report, are vulnerable to oil from the BP
disaster. Birds face a threefold threat: direct
contamination of their bodies, reduced food
availability as their prey suffers from oil contamination, and impairment of their habitat, such as
birds being forced from contaminated breeding
areas to marginal sites. The complexity of the Gulf
coastline, with numerous bays, estuaries, inlets,
marshes and creeks, will make cleanup extremely
difficult. Impacts could last for decades in much of
the habitat, and some species may suffer significant

This is not just a local concern. Many birds that
depend on the Gulf of Mexico's coastal areas can
be found at other seasons throughout the western
hemisphere. As the American Bird Conservancy
observes, the population effects on birds from this
blowout will be felt as far north as Canada and
Alaska, and as far south as South America.
Louisiana's state bird, the brown pelican, perhaps
the Gulf's most iconic bird, may be particularly at
risk. Just removed from the federal endangered
species list last year, their future is now newly
tenuous. According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, birds such as brown pelicans are likely to
be exposed to oil as they float on the water's
surface. Oiled birds can lose the ability to fly, dive
for food or float on the water which could lead to
drowning. Oil interferes with the water repellency
of feathers and can cause hypothermia. As birds
groom themselves, they can ingest and inhale the
oil on their bodies. While ingestion can kill animals
immediately, more often it results in lung, liver, and
kidney damage which can lead to death. They have
just begun their breeding season, and many pairs
are already incubating eggs, raising the threat of
oil-covered hatchlings. Oil also can kill vegetation
on the marshy islands where many pelicans nest,
hastening erosion that has already rendered some of
6
their former habitat unsuitable.
Migratory waterfowl are attracted to the marshes,
shallow ponds, and mud flats characteristic of
coastal Louisiana and are economically important
in the area as an attraction for hunters. Gulf Coast
wetlands provide important stopover habitat for an
estimated 75 percent of the waterfowl migrating
7
along the Central Flyway. The refuges provide
excellent wintering habitat for white-fronted geese,
snow geese, and Canada geese. At least 20 duck
species migrate through, including gadwall, greenwinged teal, blue-winged teal, American widgeon,
mallards, and ring-necked ducks.
6

In Louisiana, for example, the importance of
coastal habitats to America's – even the world's –
birds has been recognized by a bevy of
conservation planning efforts, including the
Partners in Flight Bird Conservation Plan, North
American Waterfowl Management Plan, United
States Shorebird Conservation Plan, Coastal
Wetlands Planning Protection and Restoration Act,
Coast 2050 – Towards a Sustainable Coastal
Louisiana, and the Louisiana Coastal Area
Ecosystem Restoration Plan.

Many wading birds and other water birds, from
herons to rails, are present on the coast year-round,
and many more migrate through. Shorebird species
use beach, marsh, and estuarine tidal flats habitats
of the coast. Beach-nesting terns and gulls nest and
roost in groups on barrier islands and beaches.
Many species are nesting now; because they roost
and nest directly on the sand, and many plungedive into the water to catch fish, they are extremely
vulnerable both to oil on the surface of the water
and oil washing ashore. Many species of resident
and migrant raptors, including eagles and hawks,
feed on prey that can accumulate oil and pass it up
the food chain.

Pass a Loutre Wildlife Management Area
And Delta National Wildlife Refuge
BASIC WILDLIFE AREA FACTS

At Pass a Loutre, the destruction from oil
contamination is already evident.

Pass a Loutre Wildlife Management Area, at
the tip of the Mississippi Delta, where the
great river empties into the Gulf, is one of the
first areas of the Gulf Coast to be heavily
affected by oil from the BP blowout. On May
18, state officials first discovered thick, rustcolored ribbons of emulsified oil on the shores
of the wildlife management area.8

“You can see every place where the oil has
touched the reeds and the marsh, it's
dead, it killed instantly. You can see all of
this normally would be green right now,
it's just all brown and dead. And at the
base of it, just a black, gooey oil, clinging
to the bottom of the reeds. . . . Unless we stop
that oil out there, it's just going to continue to
keep coming in here and wipe
out everything we have. I mean that's the
reality of it. We will not be able to keep
up with this when it really starts hitting
us. I think we're just starting to see the
first wave of what's really coming. And
what's really coming I think is going to
be really devastating.”9

About 50 miles from the site of the BP drilling
rig that exploded and is gushing oil, the
wildlife area contains about 115,000 acres
managed by the Louisiana Department of
Wildlife and Fisheries. Delta NWR is
contiguous to the landward side of Pass a
Loutre WMA and includes about 48,000 acres.
As of May 23, there is no report yet of oil
contamination reaching into Delta NWR.

LA Department of Environmental Quality

P. J. Hahn, Plaquemines Parish Coastal Zone
Management Department, at Pass a Loutre
Wildlife Management Area

Pass a Loutre Wildlife Management Area, with oil
from the BP blowout, May 17, 2010
7

The natural resources of these two adjacent
areas, and their vulnerability to oil
contamination, are nearly identical. Both
areas are characterized by river channels,
natural bayous, salt and freshwater marshes,
and an abundance and great diversity of
wildlife. Both support important commercial
and recreational fishing that is the economic
backbone of this area, and an important part
of its culture.

two areas attract shorebirds, marsh birds, and
wading birds. The location of the areas make
them among the first and last land forms
available to trans-Gulf migratory songbirds in
the spring and fall.
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES
Both areas are accessible only by boat, and
are not heavily visited. Waterfowl and other
hunting is permitted on Pass a Loutre. A
portion of Delta NWR is open for waterfowl
hunting four mornings a week during the state
waterfowl season. Other forms of recreation
available include boating, picnicking, nature
study, crabbing, and camping. There are five
designated tent-camping areas in Pass a
Loutre and three areas which have been
designated to allow the mooring of recreational
houseboats.

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
Birds. Both Pass a Loutre and Delta NWR are
important areas for migratory birds,
especially waterfowl. For migratory waterfowl,
an average of 35,000 snow geese (with peaks
to 80,000) and 80,000 to 90,000 ducks (with
peaks to 150,000) have historically used
Delta NWR during winter. Many more ducks,
especially blue-winged teal, migrate through
in fall and spring. Snow geese and northern
pintail are the most numerous of the highpriority wintering waterfowl species using the
refuge. About 65% of Delta NWR is closed to
waterfowl hunting, providing a sanctuary that
is critical in an area that is heavily hunted for
waterfowl. Pass a Loutre WMA, being larger,
probably hosts similar or even greater
populations of waterfowl.

There is excellent fishing in the freshwater
areas as well as the more saline waters. Fish
species present are typical inland saltwater
varieties near the gulf and along river
channels. Freshwater species including bass,
bream, catfish, crappie, warmouth, drum, and
garfish can be caught in the interior marsh
ponds. Salt water species include redfish,
speckled trout, and flounder.

Ryan Hagerty, FWS

LA Department of Environmental Quality

The shallow water and mudflat habitats of the

Pass a Loutre WMA on May 17, 2010, with oil in
the water from the BP blowout

Pass a Loutre Wildlife Management Area, at the tip of
the Mississippi Delta, in normal times

8

The Mississippi Delta: A Special Resource
The Mississippi River Delta, where the river empties
into the Gulf, is one of the largest, most productive
10
estuaries in the world. The Mississippi River drains
over two-thirds of the continental United States, and
so carries an enormous volume of sediment to the
Gulf, which has built land and pushed the coastline
out into the water. Tides and waves fight back,
especially during storms. And the land of the coast is
subsiding at a faster rate than anywhere else around
the contiguous United States.

relatively small oil spills can wipe out whole
11
populations of certain organisms.
What is at stake is enormously important, in the Gulf
and beyond – an extraordinarily rich environment that
supports a huge quantity and diversity of wading, sea
and shore birds, migratory waterfowl and songbirds,
crabs, shrimp, and both fresh and saltwater fish.
Fisheries associated with the Mississippi River outfall
account for 70 to 80% of the annual commercial
catch from the Gulf of Mexico. The wetlands of the
estuary provide nursery habitat for juveniles of many
such as menhaden, sea trouts, blue crabs, penaeid
shrimps, and others. It also supports a coastal fishery
group comprised of a large number of ecologically
and economically important species, including king
and Spanish mackerels, bluefish, coastal herrings,
little tunny, crevalle jack, blue runner, butterfish and
hakes, that complete their life cycles in the
continental shelf habitats.

The result is an enormously dynamic, ever-evolving
coastline. Time after time, the Mississippi has found
a shorter route through the Delta to the Gulf, the old,
abandoned course of the river has turned into lakes,
bays, and sounds, and the new main stem has begun
dropping its sentiment in new places, pushing a new
front of the Delta into the Gulf. Over the past 5,000
years, the coastline of Louisiana has moved out by 15
to 50 miles, forming the present-day coastal plain.
The Delta front now, though, has reached the edge of
the Gulf of Mexico's continental shelf. Sediment now
is being dropped on the continental slope or deeper
ocean floor, too deep to support more land-building.
The Mississippi is no longer gaining wetlands, but
losing them to land subsidence and erosion,
especially from recent hurricanes.

The Delta and the reeds and other vegetation that
helps hold its wetlands in place also provide a hugely
important buffer against the force of hurricanes and
other storms. Every 2.7 miles of wetlands may absorb
an average of one foot of storm surge, according to a
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers study. Louisiana's
wetlands thus create a natural buffer zone on which
all of the infrastructure and communities located in
the coastal zone depend. Using one estimate, the
coast's 2.5 million acres of wetlands have annual
storm protection values of between $520 million and
12
$2.2 billion.

This shrinking ecosystem is highly vulnerable to oil,
which can blanket and smother communities of
shoreline and intertidal organisms, kill eggs and
larvae of fish and shellfish, and contaminate colonies
of adult shellfish. In the confines of an estuary, even

Rockefeller Wildlife Management Area
BASIC WILDLIFE AREA FACTS

Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge is one of the most
biologically diverse wildlife areas in the nation.
The refuge is a flat, treeless area with highly
organic soils which are capable of producing
immense quantities of waterfowl foods in the form
of annual emergents and submerged aquatics.
Since 1954 Rockefeller Refuge has been a test site
for various marsh management strategies,
including levees, weirs, and several types of water
control structures utilized to enhance marsh health
and waterfowl food production.

This state wildlife refuge was donated to the
Louisiana state government by the Rockefeller
Foundation, with a management endowment
established from mineral lease revenues. The
refuge contains 76,000 acres of land, including
26.5 miles of coastline and areas inland six
miles to the Grand Chenier ridge, a stranded
former beach ridge.

9

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES

Birds. The refuge supports a wintering
waterfowl population of about 160,000 birds.
In addition to ducks, geese, and coots,
numerous shorebirds and wading birds either
migrate through or overwinter in Louisiana's
coastal marshes. Neotropical migrant
passerines also use the shrubs and trees on
levees and other upland areas of the refuge as
a rest stop on their trans-Gulf journeys to and
from Central and South America.

About 80,000 people a year visit the wildlife
area, engaging in recreational shrimping,
crabbing, fishing, and bird-watching. An
environmental education center with modern
lodging and laboratory facilities provides
educational opportunities. College classes,
other student groups, conservation organizations, other governmental agencies, and
graduate students commonly use the refuge
facilities to enhance their understanding of
wildlife conservation. Rockefeller staff are
involved in a wide range of research projects.
The refuge is probably best known for pioneering research into alligator ranching,
physiology, and life-history.

Fish. An abundant fisheries population
provides recreational opportunities to
fishermen seeking shrimp, redfish, speckled
trout, black drum, and largemouth bass,
among others.

Other Special Places in Louisiana
in the waters off the coast of Grand Isle and
brown pelicans, gulls, and other shorebirds
are plentiful.

Grand Isle State Park, just west of the
Mississippi River delta, is one of the most
popular barrier islands off the coast of
Louisiana. It now is closed because of the oil on
the island.13 A beach ridge created by the action
of the waves of the Gulf, Grand Isle serves as a
breakwater between the Gulf and the network
of inland channels that connect to the bayou
tributaries of the Mississippi River. Over 280
species of fish are known to make their home

LA Department of Wildlife and Fisheries

Jean Lafitte National Historic Park and
Preserve, located at six separate southern
Louisiana sites, includes Barataria Preserve,
which is linked to the Gulf by waterways along
the northwest coast of the Mississippi River
delta. It is one of eight national park sites
around the Gulf regarded as vulnerable to the
BP blowout by the National Park Service, and
preparations such as baseline inventories are
underway.

A northern gannet, killed by oil from the BP blowout,
on the beach at Grand Isle.

10

Bayou Sauvage National Wildlife Refuge,
23,000 acres of fresh and brackish marshes
within the city limits of New Orleans, is the
nation's largest urban wildlife refuge. It has
been identified by the Fish and Wildlife Service
as one of the 31 national wildlife refuges in
the Gulf vulnerable to the spreading oil.
Big Branch Marsh National Wildlife
Refuge, 18,000 acres of natural coastline
along Lake Pontchartrain, has also been
identified by FWS as vulnerable.

3
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Gulf Islands National Seashore
Mississippi District

BASIC SEASHORE FACTS

fertile coastal marshes, and beautiful winding
nature trails. The seashore is listed as a
National Watchable Wildlife Area.

With 12 units altogether in Mississippi and
Florida, Gulf Islands National Seashore drew
4.1 million visitors in 2009, making it the
nation's second most visited national
seashore. The National Park Service has
identified Gulf Islands National Seashore as
one of eight national park system units in Gulf
Coast states that could be affected by the oil
spill.

Marine resources. More than 80 percent of
the park is submerged lands supporting a
variety of marine life. Bottlenose dolphins are
common in seashore waters.
Birds. The seashore's diverse habitats provide
resting, feeding, and nesting areas for a
variety of birds. Nesting shorebirds include
least terns and black skimmers, which use
open flat beach areas. The seashore also is an
important staging area for trans-Gulf
migratory birds.

The Mississippi District includes over 400 acres
in the Davis Bayou Area, which provides
camping, fishing, hiking, boating, and other
activities. The seashore's islands in Mississippi
are not accessible by automobile. A passenger
ferry, located in Gulfport, takes visitors out to
West Ship Island March through October. Horn
Island, Petit Bois Island, and East Ship Island
are open year-round to private boaters.

Seagrasses. Within the seashore boundaries
are thriving seagrass beds. Seagrasses are a
valuable part of the marine environment and
support a million-dollar fishery. Most
commercial and recreationally important fish,
crabs, and shrimp spend some time of their
lives in seagrass beds. Seagrass beds help
filter pollutants from the water, contribute to
water clarity by trapping suspended sediments
and provide food and shelter for juvenile
fish, shrimp, and crabs. Manatees, sea
turtles, sea birds, and many other kinds
of wildlife depend on seagrass beds for
foraging.

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
Gulf Islands National Seashore is a park rich in
natural resources. There are sparkling blue
waters, magnificent snowy-white beaches,

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES

Gail Bishop, NPS

The NPS does not separately report
visitation numbers for the Mississippi and
Florida districts of the seashore. The
Florida beach units are more accessible
and certainly much more visited.

11

Salt marsh at Davis Bayou, Gulf Island
National Seashore

Fish and Fishing: Special Resources
17

For many Gulf Coast residents, the Gulf's fish are its
most important resources, and the fishing it supports,
either commercial or recreational, is central to their
lives. Their biggest worry is about what the oil from
the BP blowout will do to the Gulf's fish and fishing.

more than 185,000 jobs in the Gulf states.

The economic impact of the oil spill on the Gulf's
most important fish and shellfish could be enormous.
The Gulf region landings of shrimp are the nation's
largest, about 73% of the national total; nearly half
comes from Louisiana, the state currently hit hardest
by the BP spill. There are three species of crabs in
the Gulf of Mexico area: blue crab, Gulf stone crab,
and stone crab. Most plentiful are blue crabs, which
reach harvestable size in April and May; Louisiana
lands about 26% of the nation's blue crabs and lands
about six times as many as the other Gulf states
combined. About 67% of the nation's oyster
production comes from the Gulf, again with
Louisiana leading the way.18

In general, fish can be affected by oil in their
environment through uptake by the gills, ingestion of
oil or oiled prey, effects on eggs and larval survival,
or changes in the ecosystem that support the fish.
Adult fish may experience reduced growth, enlarged
livers, changes in heart and respiration rates, fin
erosion, and reproductive impairment when exposed
to oil. Oil has the potential to impact spawning
success as eggs and larvae of many fish species are
highly sensitive to oil toxins. Oil can be toxic to
shellfish, with bottom-dwelling species (lobsters,
crabs, etc.) particularly vulnerable when oil becomes
highly concentrated along the shoreline. Some can
survive exposure, but may accumulate high levels of
contaminants in their bodies that can be passed on to
predators.

Recreational fishing is very popular in Gulf waters
and also plays an important role in the regional
economy. A 2006 National Marine Fisheries Service
report notes that 6.2 million recreational anglers in
the Gulf region spent $2.2 billion on more than 23
million fishing trips in 2006. Of these anglers, 3.3
million (about 54% of the total) were from coastal
19
counties in the Gulf region. A similar NMFS report
in 2008 noted that 3.2 million resident recreational
anglers took a Gulf of Mexico fishing trip in 2008.
Western Florida experienced the greatest economic
boost from recreational fishing in the Gulf region in
2008. Expenditures from recreational anglers
contributed $5.65 billion in total sales to the regional
economy and added approximately 54,600 jobs.20

What types of fish and fishing are affected depends
on where the oil actually goes. The National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration says that if the oil
spreads to the bottom or to near-shore and inshore
areas, the majority of the 42 reef fish species
managed in the Gulf of Mexico will be impacted.
Shrimp also spawn in coastal areas, and in the spring
the young migrate into deeper Gulf waters, where
they support the nation's largest shrimp fishery,
representing three-quarters of the nation's shrimp
harvest. If the oil gets into the Gulf's Loop Current
that carries waters around South Florida and into the
Atlantic, the east coast of Florida (at least) might be
14
affected along with the Gulf.

“It can be anticipated that the release of
oil will have an effect on eggs and
larvae currently being produced in the
Gulf of Mexico. It is likely that there will
also be long-term negative effects on
the abundance and health of the fishery
resources that results in additional
restrictions on commercial and
recreational fisheries. This event will
have long-lasting impacts on the
economic station of a host of sectors
and communities that directly participate
in, and indirectly assist, the fishingbased industries of the Gulf of Mexico.”

In the coastal regions that are the main focus of this
report, the stakes are high for commercial and
recreational fishing. The Gulf region contains four of
the top seven fishing ports in the nation by landed
weight and ten of the top 25 fishing ports in the
15
nation by dollar value of landings. Commercial
fishing annually produces about 1.27 billion pounds
of fish and shellfish in the Gulf of Mexico with a
dockside value of over $659 million.16 In 2008,
counting the economic effects as the Gulf catch
moved through both wholesale and retail markets, the
industry generated more than $9.1 billion in sales,
more than $4.8 million in income, and supported

Stephen Bortone, Executive Director,
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Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
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Grand Bay National Wildlife Refuge
Mississippi and Alabama
BASIC REFUGE FACTS
Grand Bay National Wildlife
Refuge is located in coastal
Mississippi and Alabama.
The refuge was established
in 1992 primarily to help
protect one of the largest
remaining expanses of Gulf
Coast wet pine savanna
habitat. In addition to the
wet pine savanna, other
refuge habitats include
maritime forest, tidal and
nontidal wetlands, salt
marshes, salt pannes, bays
and bayous. Grand Bay is
one of 31 national wildlife
refuges around the Gulf
that the U.S. Fish and
Grand Bay Natiional Wildlife Refuge
Wildlife Service has
identified as at risk to oil
contamination from the BP drilling rig
NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
explosion.
Coastal wetlands. Grand Bay NWR and the
The Mississippi portion of the 10,188 acre
Grand Bay National Estuarine Research
refuge overlays the Grand Bay National
Reserve, managed through a partnership of
Estuarine Research Reserve. Together, they
federal, state, local, and nongovernmental
protect nearly 18,000 acres of relatively
organizations, together protect both tidal and
undisturbed wildlife habitat. The Grand Bay
non-tidal wetlands, including salt marshes,
NERR is located completely within The Nature
saltpans, bays, and bayous, and associated
Conservancy's Grand Bay Savanna project
terrestrial habitats.
area. Because of the great biological
significance of this area, TNC has dedicated
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES
this bioreserve as one of its Last Great Places
in America.
Hunting is allowed in season.

Grand Bay Estuary: A Special Resource
marshes and wetlands. The seaward border may be
barrier islands, reefs, and sand or mud flats.

Grand Bay NWR and the Grand Bay National
Estuarine Research Reserve protect the Grand Bay
Estuary, a resource of national, regional, and local
significance.22 This, like all estuaries, is the meeting
of rivers and streams with the sea where salt and fresh
water mix to form brackish water. These areas of
transition between the land and the sea are tidally
driven, like the sea, but sheltered from the full force
of ocean wind and waves, more like a river. Estuaries
are generally enclosed in part by the coastline,

Healthy estuarine salt marshes are among the most
biologically diverse habitats in North America. In
Grand Bay, this habitat supports many important
species of fish and wildlife. Commercially and
recreationally important species of finfish and
shellfish such as brown shrimp, speckled trout, and
oysters abound here. Sea turtles, bottlenose dolphins
13

and, on occasion, manatees can be found in the
deeper waters of the reserve.

or buffer areas. The core area consists of
approximately 12, 800 acres of estuarine tidal marsh,
tidal creeks or bayous, shallow, open-water habitats,
oyster reefs, seagrass beds, maritime forests, salt
flats, sandy beaches, and shell middens. These
protected core lands are extremely important to the
functioning of the estuarine ecosystem, and include a
full range of significant physical, chemical, and
biological factors contributing to the diversity of
fauna, flora, and natural processes occurring within
the estuary. A buffer area of approximately 5,600
acres of tidal marsh, scrub shrub, pine flatwood, and
wet pine savanna habitats provides additional
protection for estuarine-dependent species.

Many of the habitats within the reserve are
considered by law to be coastal wetlands.
Mississippi's coastal wetlands are important
resources, not just for the state, but for the nation as
well. Wetlands provide livelihoods and recreation for
coastal residents and their visitors. They serve as
habitats and supply nutrients for many marine
species. They serve as buffer zones for hurricane
protection and places of shelter for animals. Tidal
marshes, a type of coastal wetland, function as filters,
removing pollutants such as sewage and surface runoff which otherwise would flow into the Mississippi
Sound and degrade marine aquatic resources.

Other estuaries around the Gulf – for example, at St.
Marks, Lower Suwannee, and Aransas national
wildlife refuges – similarly support a great diversity
of life, in the water and on the land.

The lands within the Grand Bay National Estuarine
Research Reserve are classified as either core areas
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INTRODUCTION
ALABAMA
Bon Secour National Wildlife Refuge

BASIC REFUGE FACTS

George Gentry, FWS

The name Bon Secour comes from the French
and means "safe harbor," normally appropriate
considering the sanctuary for native animals
and plants that the refuge provides. But oil
from the BP blowout was found at the refuge
on May 12, and the refuge is one of the closest
conservation units to the site of the leak. Now,
the refuge's animals, plants, and beaches are
at unprecedented risk, not in a safe harbor.
Centered on the Fort Morgan peninsula that
guards the entrance to Mobile Bay, the Bon
Secour NWR contains 7,000 acres of wildlife
habitat. It is comprised of five separate units
in Baldwin and Mobile counties, with the
central tract surrounding Fort Morgan, a state
historical site. The refuge is one of the largest
undeveloped parcels of land on the Alabama
coast and serves as an example of the Gulf
Coast as it once existed. It has been named as
one of the 10 natural wonders of Alabama.

Beach dunes, Bon Secour National Wildlife Refuge

and Wilson's plovers, American
oystercatchers, least terns and black
skimmers; secretive marshbirds, such as rails;
and migratory and wintering shorebirds on
beaches, especially the federally threatened
piping plover. A portion of the refuge's Fort
Morgan unit and all of Little Dauphine Island
are designated as critical habitat for the piping
plover. Among the refuge's nesting birds that
regularly use the habitats most likely to be
disrupted by the oil blowout are grebes,
brown pelicans, herons, egrets, ibises, ducks,
rails, plovers, sandpipers and other
shorebirds, gulls, terns, and skimmers.

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
Refuge habitats include beaches, sand dunes,
and saltwater marshes, all at great risk from
oil contamination, along with freshwater
marshes and swamps, scrub forest, and
uplands.
Birds. The beaches, dunes, coastal marsh,
and other habitats of the refuge support an
amazing diversity of birds. Because of its
strategic location along the flyway of millions
of spring and fall migrants and the habitat it
provides, more than 370 species of birds have
been identified on the refuge during migratory
seasons, making Bon Secour one of the most
important refuges in the national refuge
system. Bon Secour Refuge represents the
best remaining stopover and staging habitat
for neotropical migratory songbirds during the
fall and spring migration along the Alabama
coastline. The refuge also provides crucial
habitat for beach nesting birds, such as snowy

Endangered species. The refuge protects
the last remaining undisturbed beach mouse
habitat found in the state for the Alabama
beach mouse, a threatened species listed
under the Endangered Species Act. The Fish
and Wildlife Service has identified the mouse
as a species threatened by the oil spill.
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL VALUES AT RISK
The beaches of Bon Secour NWR, backed by
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coastal dunes, are popular for beach-going in a
natural setting. The refuge is heavily visited by
birders in migration seasons. Last year's
Alabama Coastal Birdfest, held annually at the

refuge and other local birding sites during fall
migration, drew registered visitors from 21
states and Canada.

Sea Turtles: Special Resources
Loggerhead and Kemp's ridley sea turtles, both
endangered species, nest on Bon Secour NWR
beaches. With 4.5 to 5 nests per mile, the refuge has
nest densities as high as or higher than many areas
along the northern Gulf Coast. With help from a local
sea turtle volunteer program called Share the Beach,
nearly all sea turtles that hatch on Alabama beaches
make it to the water.

NPS

The Caribbean Conservation Corporation, a respected
organization which works to secure the protection of
sea turtles in the Caribbean and the Atlantic, has
detailed the threats of oil spills to sea turtles.23
According to the CCC, oil from spills and leaks that sit
on the surface of the water doesn't really stick to sea
turtles like it would to other marine species. But oil can
get in their eyes, on their skin, and in their lungs when
they come to the surface to breathe. They are even
more vulnerable to chemical exposure that happens
indirectly through the food they eat. Larger spills pose
larger problems for the turtles, as studies have shown
that continuous exposure over time will weaken a sea
turtle's overall health.

Baby Kemp’s ridley sea turtle

·
Egg exposure to fresh oil late in the

incubation period can decrease hatchling
survival and cause deformities.
·
Oil could prevent oxygen from getting

through the sand to the eggs and could
change the nest incubation temperature.

Sea turtles move throughout the Gulf and are
vulnerable to oil spills at every stage of their lives: in
their eggs, as hatchlings heading to the water, and
foraging and migrating. Even without the BP blowout’s
huge increase in the amount of oil in the water, two
studies have found that of baby turtles in the Atlantic,
20% and 63%, respectively had already ingested tar
very early in their lives.

·
Even if sea turtles avoid direct contact with

oil slicks, eating contaminated food is a
direct exposure path. Oil also can reduce
the abundance of marine invertebrates and
other food the turtles eat.
·
Even if sea turtles avoid direct contact with

Threats to turtles from oil during nesting include:

oil slicks, eating contaminated food is a
direct exposure path. Oil also can reduce
the abundance of marine invertebrates and
other food the turtles eat.

·
Contamination of eggs, either from oil in the

sand or because adult females pick up oil from
an oiled beach as they make their way to the
nesting site. Oiling of eggs may inhibit their
development.

Even if sea turtles avoid direct contact with oil
slicks, eating contaminated food is a direct
exposure path. Oil also can reduce the abundance
of marine invertebrates and other food the turtles
eat.

·
Newly hatched turtles, after emerging from the

nests, may become oiled from a contaminated
beach.
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INTRODUCTION
FLORIDA
Gulf Islands National Seashore
Florida District
Seagrasses. Within the Seashore boundaries
are thriving seagrass beds. Seagrasses are a
valuable part of the marine environment and
support a million-dollar fishery. Most
commercial and recreationally important fish,
crabs, and shrimp spend some time of their
lives in seagrass beds. Seagrass beds help
filter pollutants from the water, contribute to
water clarity by trapping suspended sediments
and provide food and shelter for juvenile fish,
shrimp, and crabs. Manatees, green sea
turtles, and migratory birds depend on
seagrass beds for foraging.

BASIC SEASHORE FACTS
With 12 units altogether in Florida and
Mississippi, Gulf Islands National Seashore
drew 4.1 million visitors in 2009, making it the
nation's second most visited national
seashore. The National Park Service has
identified Gulf Islands National Seashore as
one of eight national park system units in Gulf
Coast states that could be affected by the oil
spill.
The Florida District includes three major
coastal areas in extreme northwestern Florida:
a Fort Pickens unit, a Perdido Key unit, and 7.5
miles of undeveloped beaches and dunes on
Santa Rosa Island between the resort towns of
Pensacola Beach and Fort Walton Beach.

Endangered beach mouse. The Perdido Key
Beach Mouse, listed under the Endangered
Species Act, now survives only in two areas,
Gulf Islands' Perdido Keys area and a nearby
state recreation area, with about 500
remaining individuals.

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES

Gulf Islands National Seashore is a park rich in
natural resources. There are sparkling blue
waters, magnificent snowy-white beaches,
fertile coastal marshes, and beautiful winding
nature trails. The seashore is listed as a
National Watchable Wildlife Area.

The National Park Service does not separately
report visitation numbers for the Mississippi
and Florida districts of the seashore. The
Florida beach units are more accessible and
certainly more visited than the other units,
including those in Mississippi. In 2009, visitors
to both the Florida and Mississippi districts
totaled 4.1 million. One estimate is that in
2007 visitors to the seashore spent $45.7
million, which was responsible for 576 local
jobs.24

Marine resources. More than 80 percent of
the park is submerged lands supporting a
variety of marine life. Bottlenose dolphins are
common in seashore waters.

Gene Nieminen, FWS

Birds. The Seashore's diverse habitats provide
resting, feeding, and nesting areas for a
variety of birds. Nesting shorebirds include
least terns and black skimmers, which use
open flat beach areas. The seashore also is an
important staging area for trans-Gulf
migratory birds. Gulf Islands National
Seashore is part of the Great Florida Birding
Trail.

Piping plover
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Beaches: Special Resources

NPS

enormously popular beaches that
are at risk of being fouled by oil.
The sugar-white sands of northwest
Florida make these among the most
beautiful beaches in the world,
supporting millions of family
vacations and a huge tourism
industry.

Perdido Key unit, Gulf Island National Seashore

The beaches in the Florida district of Gulf Islands
National Seashore are prime examples of the region's

Gulf Islands itself has 7.5 miles of
undeveloped beach in the heart of
Santa Rosa Island, where no
entrance fees are charged, and
where only dunes, not motels,
provide a backdrop to the waters of
the Gulf and the beaches. The Fort
Pickens unit at the western end of
the island is an even more natural
setting and offers a campground.
The Perdido Key area has restrooms
and access to Johnson Beach. The
Okaloosa Day Use Area near Fort

Walton has quiet water, picnic tables, boat launch,
parking, and restrooms with outdoor showers.

St. Marks National Wildlife Refuge
BASIC REFUGE FACTS

Waters, “worthy of special protection because
of their natural attributes.” The Wakulla River
is also designated as a Special Water because
of “exceptional recreational or ecological
significance.”

St. Marks National Wildlife Refuge was
established in 1931 to protect wildlife, and is
one of the oldest refuges in the National
Wildlife Refuge System. It includes marine
waters, coastal marshes, islands, tidal creeks,
and estuaries of seven North Florida rivers
that enter the Gulf of Mexico, and is home to a
diverse community of plant and animal life.
The refuge is among those that have been
identified by FWS as vulnerable to the
spreading oil.

The refuge is a centerpiece of a large region
with substantial protected public lands. The
refuge is part of 1.46 million acres of nearly
contiguous public lands on 55 properties,
106,046 acres of submerged lands within the
Apalachicola National Estuarine Research
Reserve, and 945,412 acres of submerged
lands in the Big Bend Seagrasses Aquatic
Preserve, Florida's largest water preserve.

The refuge is located along North Florida's Big
Bend, on the Gulf Coast 22 miles south of
Tallahassee, and contains 68,931 acres of land
plus an additional 31,500 acres of submerged
lands. The refuge includes the St. Marks
Wilderness Area, of 17,745 acres, designated
by Congress in 1975, and six research natural
areas. All refuge waters are designated by the
state government as Outstanding Florida

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
Birds. St. Marks National Wildlife Refuge is a
Globally Important Bird Area. The refuge has
concentrations of waterfowl, wading birds,
raptors, and songbirds, and is home to over
250 species of birds. There are also several
19

runoff which flows into the bay from the north.

active rookeries of wading birds and both
eagle and osprey nests. Other species present
in the refuge that are listed under the
Endangered Species Act include wood storks.

Estuaries. The refuge's estuarine ecosystem
begins just offshore in the shallow waters of
the Apalachee Bay. Water flowing from the salt
marshes enters into the bay where vital
seagrass beds and oyster bars exist. The Big
Bend region of Florida, including St. Marks,
contains one of the largest continuous areas of
seagrass beds in the United States. More than
80% of the commercial seafood catch, both by
weight and species, of the Florida Gulf Coast is
dependent upon the estuaries such as the one
found off the shores of the refuge.

Manatees. A warm-season migratory herd of
manatees from the Crystal River area uses
waters traversing or adjacent to the refuge,
generally from April through October.
Sightings and numbers of manatees have been
on the increase in recent years, concentrated
in the spring run stream system of the Wakulla
and St. Marks rivers. Summer populations
have been documented at between 20 and 30
animals in these rivers.

The freshwater and saltwater wetlands of St.
Marks National Wildlife Refuge “are as diverse
as any found in the nation and, indeed, the
world,” according to the Fish and Wildlife
Service.

Saltwater Marshes. Salt marshes cover 29
percent of lands within the refuge, from the
coastline up the tidally influenced rivers. These
intertidal, transition areas between terrestrial
and marine environments are important
spawning and nursery areas. These and other
salt marshes are important nursery grounds
for much of the Florida Gulf Coast's
commercial seafood harvest. Saltwater
marshes also can absorb most of the impact
associated with storm surges, which
sometimes hit the area during the annual
hurricane season. Likewise, they can protect
the bay against pollutants by filtering the

SOCIAL AND EONOMIC VALUES
About 300,000 visitors use this popular refuge
annually. According to an economic analysis by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, total
expenditures by visitors in 2006 are estimated
to have been $23.6 million, producing 346
jobs, $9.3 million in employment income, and
$3.1 million in local tax revenue.25

FWS

Florida’s Whooping Cranes: A Special Resource

Young whooping cranes following an ultralight aircraft on their
first migration, learning the route to wintering grounds in Florida.
20

This past winter and the one
before, St. Marks has provided a
winter home for whooping cranes
bred in captivity and released in
Wisconsin, learning the migration
route between those summer
grounds and Florida from
unusual surrogate parents – four
ultralight aircraft. This is part of
an attempt to reestablish an
eastern migratory population of
whooping cranes. There now is
only one natural migratory flock,
which winters in and around
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
in Texas – putting the entire
species at risk if something tragic
were to happen there. (Like
contamination from an oil
blowout!)

guided to Chassahowitzka. Having been shown the
way once, the young birds self- initiate their return
migration in the spring, and in subsequent years,
continue to migrate on their own. In February 2007,
however, 17 of the 18 Class of 2006 whooping cranes
died in a severe storm at Chassahowitzka. A decision
was then made to establish a separate wintering
location at St. Marks to reduce the effects of another
catastrophic loss at Chassahowitzka.

Whooping cranes are one of the world's rarest birds,
with only about 364 individuals in the wild –
including about 102 in the reintroduced Florida
flocks. They are North America's tallest birds,
standing five feet tall. Named for their loud and
penetrating unison calls, they live and breed in
wetland areas, where they feed on crabs, clams, frogs,
and aquatic plants. Because of the habitat in which
they winter and the food which they eat – prey which
can ingest oil contaminants and pass them along to
the whooping cranes which feed on them – the cranes
are widely recognized as being vulnerable to oil
spills.

In mid-January 2010, ten young whooping cranes
arrived in St. Marks, having followed their aircraft
guides over 1,000 miles through seven states. This
was the second contingent coming to St. Marks, with
seven having made the trip the year before. The St.
Marks cranes have already returned to Wisconsin, for
now safely away from any oil contamination from the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill. What awaits them next
year, and other whooping cranes wintering at
Chassahowitzka NWR, is still to be determined. With
so few whooping cranes remaining, every separate
population, even every separate bird, is a precious
resource.26

This year's flock – “the Class of 2009” – was the
ninth group overall to be guided to Florida, and the
second to St. Marks. In 2001, pilots from Operation
Migration, a project of the Whooping Crane Eastern
Partnership, led the first whooping crane chicks,
conditioned to follow their ultralight aircraft
surrogates, south from Necedah NWR in Wisconsin
to Chassahowitzka NWR in Florida. Each subsequent
year, additional groups of juvenile cranes have been

Lower Suwannee National Wildlife Refuge
BASIC REFUGE FACTS

Gulf of Mexico to the Suwannee River in the
spring for spawning and remain there all
summer.

The 53,000-acre Lower Suwannee National
Wildlife Refuge protects one of the largest
undeveloped river-delta estuarine systems in
the United States. The refuge, which is
predominantly wetlands, is bisected by 20
miles of Stephen Foster's famous Suwannee
River and includes 20 miles of coastal marsh
habitat along the Gulf Coast. The refuge is
among those that have been identified by FWS
as vulnerable to the spreading oil pollution.

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
Undisturbed coastal habitat. The refuge's
20-mile stretch of undisturbed coastal salt
marshes, tidal creeks, and tidal flats are,
according to FWS, “some of the most
productive ecosystems in the world.” These
areas provide important foraging habitat for
thousands of shorebirds and diving ducks
while also serving as a valuable nursery for
fish, shrimp, shellfish, and juvenile sea
turtles.

Located along the southern edge of the Big
Bend Region of Florida's west coast, Lower
Suwannee NWR, along with Okefenokee
National Wildlife Refuge in southern Georgia,
anchors the Suwannee River Basin – an area
consisting of 10,000 square miles across two
states.

Sea turtles. Green, loggerhead, and Kemp's
ridley sea turtles use the Suwannee sound
during the summer months.
Birds. More than 250 species of birds have
been identified on the refuge with at least 90
nesting there. In March and April migrating
shorebirds cover the oysterbars; thousands
of knots, dowitchers, oystercatchers,

The constant influx of nutrients from the river
combined with numerous off-shore islands and
tidal creeks create excellent wildlife habitat for
an unusually diverse range of fish and wildlife.
Endangered Gulf sturgeon migrate from the
21

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES

sandpipers, turnstones, and plovers fatten up
at the refuge for their northward trip to their
breeding grounds. The refuge supports at least
thirty pairs of osprey. Wading birds include
herons, egrets, and white ibis.

About 165,000 people visit annually, with
wildlife observation especially popular. Hunting
is permitted in season.

Manatees: A Special Resource

Jim Reed, FWS

Along with other marine mammals, manatees –
Florida's state marine mammal – are air
breathers and must come to the surface to take
breaths of air. In an area contaminated by oil,
these animals may be exposed to volatile
chemicals from oil or dispersants during
inhalation, which may irritate or injure the
respiratory tract, leading to inflammation or
pneumonia. They may also ingest these
chemicals, which have been shown to cause
suppression of the immune system, organ
damage, skin irritation and ulceration, and
behavioral changes. Damage to the immune
system can lead to secondary infections that
cause death and behavioral changes that may
affect an animal's ability to find food or avoid
predators. Long-term consequences can include
impaired reproduction potentially impacting
population levels.27

In response to the designation as an
endangered species, tremendous resources
from local, state, and federal government
agencies and the private sector have been
directed towards research, protection, and
conservation of manatees. While little was
known about manatees when they were first
listed, they are now considered one of the
most researched and well studied of all
marine mammals. The manatee conservation
effort has become a case study in
endangered species public policy and
is chronicled in books, periodicals, and
virtually all types of media. Manatees have
become a Florida icon and engender an
international level of public support.

Manatees, aquatic relative of elephants, are gentle,
slow-moving creatures that are known to body surf or
barrel roll when playing. While they range through
the eastern and northern Gulf, Florida has the largest
population, with about 3,000 individuals. Manatee
populations are increasing in most regions of the
state, but in southwest Florida, including the
Everglades, they appear to be declining. Primarily
herbivorous, manatees spend up to eight hours each
day quietly grazing on seagrasses and other aquatic
plants. In the summer, some individuals wander as
far north as the Carolinas or as far west as Louisiana.
In the winter, they move to warmer waters, primarily
in southern Florida. As many as ten percent of
Florida's manatees winter in Ten Thousand Islands
National Wildlife Refuge, just to the west of
28
Everglades National Park.

Florida Fish And Wildlife
Conservation Commission29
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Everglades National Park
BASIC PARK FACTS

Florida Bay. Florida Bay, the largest body of
water within Everglades National Park,
contains more than 800 square miles of
marine bottom, much of which is covered by
submerged vegetation. Seagrass and algae
nurture numerous marine organisms, which in
turn sustain the food chain that supports all
higher vertebrates in the bay. The coastal
saltwater fishes that are among the nearly 300
different species of fish that inhabit the park
attract anglers from all over the world. A wide
variety of commercially and recreationally
important fish, crustaceans, and mollusks
thrives within the estuarine environment,
important to sustaining productive fisheries
outside park boundaries.

Dedicated in 1947, Everglades National Park
was the first national park to be protected
primarily for the benefit of the unique diversity
of life it sustains. It is the largest subtropical
wilderness in the United States, and supports
an assemblage of plant and animal species not
found anywhere else. NPS has identified
Everglades National Park as one of eight
national park system units in Gulf Coast states
that could be affected by the oil spill.
This is the third largest national park in the
lower 48 states, recognized internationally as
a World Heritage Site, International Biosphere
Reserve, and Wetland of International
Importance.

Mangrove forests. Everglades contains the
largest contiguous stand of protected
mangrove forest in the hemisphere. The
mangroves are the backbones of an ecosystem
that traps and recycles materials and
nutrients, provides protected nursery areas for
many marine species, and provides feeding
grounds for snook, snapper, tarpon, jack,
sheepshead, red drum, oyster, and shrimp.
They also provide essential bulwarks to save
the land from storm surges and erosion.

Surrounded by the 750,000-acre Big Cypress
National Preserve, the 35,000-acre Ten
Thousand Islands National Wildlife Refuge, the
172,000-acre Biscayne National Park (95% of
which is marine environment), and several
state parks and preserves, Everglades National
Park is the heart of a magical region unlike
any other in the world – but also one that
faces a potentially major new threat from the
BP oil blowout.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES
NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
Nearly 900,100 visitors came to Everglades
National Park in 2009. One estimate is that in
2007 park visitors spent $58.8 million,
responsible for 1,066 local jobs.30

Steve Hildebrand, FWS

Birds. Everglades is inseparable from its water
birds. Altogether, over 300 species of birds
inhabit the park. South Florida's location
makes it a crossroads of migratory flight for
West Indian and Central and South American
birds, and the majority of the North American
species of wading birds, shorebirds, and
waterfowl are found here at some point during
the year. The park is a popular destination for
bird enthusiasts from around the world, and is
known as one of the best destinations for
easily observing great concentrations of many
diverse species.
Reptiles. Many of the best-known Everglades
residents are among the 50 distinct kinds of
reptiles that inhabit the park. South Florida is
the only place in the nation where the
American alligator and the American crocodile
coexist. Also found here are four turtles listed
under the Endangered Species Act.

Great egret
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Bottlenose Dolphins: A Special Resource
most vulnerable marine mammals to the BP spill. The
National Marine Fisheries Service has identified more
than 30 distinct populations in the northern Gulf, and
some consist of little more than a dozen animals. Many
of these small groups prefer coastal and nearshore
waters, and right now they are calving, bringing them
closer in. It has been found in some oil spill incidents
that dolphins have detected oil and avoided it, but at
other times have not done so and have been exposed to
floating oil.

Among the marine mammals that inhabit the coastal
waters of Everglades National Park and other areas
around much of the Gulf are bottlenose dolphins,
which like manatees must come to the surface
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frequently to breathe air. Bottlenose dolphins may
be the most well known of the nine dolphin species
inhabiting the Gulf because of their tendency to ride
bow waves of boats and their widespread popularity
at marine parks. They also may be among the Gulf's

Most of the estimated 45,000 dolphins
which inhabit Gulf waters are coastal
populations that migrate into bays,
estuaries and river mouths; offshore
populations inhabit waters along the
continental shelf.

FWS

Their wide variety of food sources put
them at risk of contact with oil from the
BP blowout throughout their
environment.

John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park
visited coral reef in the continental United
States. It consists of about a four-mile-wide
system extending about 150 miles from Key
Biscayne, continuing along the seaward side of
the Florida Keys, and west to the Dry Tortugas.

BASIC PARK FACTS
The first underwater park in the United States,
John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park is
named for the late Miami newspaper editor
whose efforts contributed to the establishment
of the state park in 1960, as well as to the
designation of nearby Everglades National Park.
John Pennekamp State Park includes about 90
square miles and together with the adjacent
Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary covers
approximately 235 square miles of coral reefs,
seagrass beds, and mangrove swamps. The
park extends 3 miles into the Atlantic Ocean
and is approximately 25 miles in length.

Originally, the park was proposed to be
included in Everglades National Park, due to its
significance as a particularly important
example of the reef's diverse underwater
ecosystem. Alarmed by increasing damage to
the reefs caused by coral collectors and shell
hunters, the Everglades Park superintendent
teamed with a University of Florida marine
biologist, Pennekamp, the Florida governor,
and others to convince President Eisenhower to
cede the federal interests in the waters to the
state to together establish the Key Largo Coral
Reef Preserve.32

It preserves part of the third largest reef tract
in the world (behind ones in Australia and
Belize), making it what must be the most
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NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK

the park's coral reef, but fishing, boating,
sailing, and kayaking are also popular
activities. Visitors to Pennekamp State Park
contributed an estimated $36.7 million to the
local economy in a one year period covering
2005-06.33 This year marks the inaugural Key
Largo Reef Fest June 5-10 where snorkelers,
scuba divers, and underwater photographers
are invited to explore Pennekamp's spectacular
reefs.34

Coral reefs. Although the park contains a
wide variety of tropical vegetation, shore birds,
and marine life, it is the coral reefs and their
amazing diversity and quantity of marine life
that bring most visitors to the park.
Superlatives are common here. Pennekamp
State Park preserves a stunningly beautiful
portion of the Florida Keys reef. For the
adventurous, it offers some of the most
spectacular snorkeling and diving in the
country. Other visitors can view the reef from
a glass-bottom boat tour.

About 90% of the four million people who visit
the Florida Keys annually come for recreation
and vacation purposes, and Pennekamp State
Park and the entire Florida Keys coral reef are
one of the primary attractions. In 2000-01
reef-related expenditures generated about
$504 million for the economy of Monroe
County – equivalent to the Florida Keys – and
created almost 10,000 jobs.35

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL VALUES
In 2004 the park had more than a million
visitors, making it the most popular park in the
Florida State Parks system. Most are drawn by

Florida Keys Coral Reef: A Special Resource
column, and subsurface oiling, the latter of which can
occur when oils weather and increase in density to the
point where they actually sink. When this occurs, the
potential for coral smothering is greatly increased.
Longer exposure to lower levels of oil may kill corals,
as well as shorter exposure to higher concentrations.
In addition, fish and invertebrates that live in and use
36
the reef may also be impacted by oil.

The Florida Keys reef, America's only living barrier
coral reef, has taken about 5,000 to 7,000 years to
develop. The building process of stony corals makes
up the massive framework of the reef. Tiny individual
coral polyps, related to sea anemones, create reefs by
secreting limestone skeletons. Coral polyps divide as
they grow and form coral colonies, creating a coral
reef. Not all corals build reefs, however. Soft corals,
which include sea fans, sea plumes, and sea whips,
are also important components of coral communities.
Coral reefs provide food and shelter for sponges,
shrimps, crabs, turtles, lobsters and nearly 600 species
of fish. For example, sea turtles shelter in reef
overhangs and forage for sponges and other food
items; manatees feed in reef-associated seagrass beds.

“Coral reefs are almost at their breaking
point already. Global warming is leading
to bleaching from higher temperatures,
and ocean acidification. And [from] all
the pollution effects. We don't want to add
more insults to an ecosystem that is a
source of concern.”

Oil can kill corals, depending on species, life stage,
and exposure. Branching corals, for example, are
more sensitive to oil impacts than are massive or
plate-like corals; the Florida Keys reef hosts both
kinds. How corals are exposed to oil also bears
directly on how serious the impact will be. There are
three primary modes of exposure for coral reefs in oil
spills: direct surface oil contact, oil entering the water

Richard Dodge, director,
Oceanographic Center and
National Coral Reef Institute,
Nova Southeastern University37
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Key West National Wildlife Refuge
BASIC REFUGE FACTS

Sea turtles. Refuge beaches provide the only
regular breeding sites in the United States for
the endangered hawksbill turtle and important
nesting areas for Green and Loggerhead sea
turtles. Beaches on the refuge islands are very
narrow and provide limited area for sea turtles
to nest, so the turtles cannot nest as far from
the high tide line as they do on larger
beaches. As a result, nests are much shallower
than on mainland beaches since turtles create
nests that will not normally be inundated by
water – which might make the eggs more
vulnerable to oil should it be brought further
ashore by storm surges.

Florida Keys NWR, immediately west of Key
West, has been identified by FWS as one of 31
national wildlife refuges at risk from the BP oil
disaster. The refuge was established as the
first national wildlife refuge in the Florida Keys
by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1908 to
curtail the slaughter of birds whose feathers
were highly valued in the hat industry. Wading
birds were threatened with extinction before
this refuge began providing a safe haven for
them and other threatened species. In
contrast to the “main” Keys linked to the
mainland by a highway, the refuge, part of
what locals call the Backcountry, is a pristine
area of uninhabited islands scattered among
the biologically rich waters of the Gulf of
Mexico as it meets the Atlantic Ocean.

Subtropical islands. The refuge's lands are
mostly mangrove islands, with a few sandy
beaches and dunes. The refuge's islands,
along with those of the Great White Heron
Refuge, are the last of the offshore (and
raccoon-free) islands in the lower Florida Keys
available as critical nesting, roosting, wading,
and loafing habitat to birds, particularly
wading birds.

The refuge includes 189,497 acres of federal
lands and submerged lands and 206,289 acres
of marine waters managed with the state of
Florida. Nearly all of the refuge – 99% of it –
is a marine environment. The uplands portion
of the refuge is comprised of 26 unpopulated
islands – locally called keys – totaling 2,019
acres of land, all of which is in the Florida Keys
Wilderness, designated by Congress in 1975.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES
It is estimated that 180,000 people use the
managed waters of the KWNWR. The waters
around the islands and flats are prime
locations for fishing, snorkeling, and wildlife
viewing. The coral reef of Marquesas Keys is a
prime snorkeling, diving, and fishing area.
People travel from all over the world to visit
this area.

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
Birds. The refuge protects habitat for over
250 bird species, including nesting and/or
wintering populations of terns, frigate birds,
white-crowned pigeons, ospreys, great white
herons, and other wading birds.

Bonefish: A Special Resource
The shallow saltwater flats of the Florida Keys and
Biscayne Bay are world-class destinations for
catching large, trophy-sized bonefish. They are
known as “grey ghosts of the flats" because they are
stealthy, fast-swimming fish that are exciting and
challenging to catch. South Florida is one of the few
places in the United States where anglers have the
unique opportunity to fish for bonefish. This species
dominates Florida's recreational fishery. A recent
study by scientists at the University of Miami

estimated the value of a single bonefish in the Florida
Keys to be $3,500 each year. That's nearly $75,000
over the lifespan of the fish! The fishery is so
valuable that it has been illegal to commercially
harvest and sell bonefish in Florida since 1988, and a
daily recreational bag limit of one bonefish 18 inches
or greater in fork length applies. Bonefish fishing
therefore is primarily catch-and-release, to protect the
38
resource.
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Dry Tortugas National Park
BASIC PARK FACTS

NPS

Almost 70 miles west of Key West lies one of
the most remote national parks in the
contiguous United States – a cluster of seven
islands, composed of coral reefs and sand, and
surrounding shoals and waters, which make up
Dry Tortugas National Park. The National Park
Service has identified Dry Tortugas National
Park as one of eight national park system units
in Gulf Coast states that could be affected by
the oil spill.
The area is best known for its famous bird and
marine life, its legends of pirates and sunken
gold, and Fort Jefferson, which covers most of
the park's largest island. Getting there takes
some planning and effort – and, for most
visitors, a boat from Key West. Seaplane
service to the park was also just reestablished,
after two years without it. However they get
there, visitors to the park are rewarded with
memorable experiences amidst a truly unique
landscape.

produced an estimated 121,589 hatchlings
entering the Gulf of Mexico.
Birds. The bird list for Dry Tortugas National
Park currently contains 299 species. Most are
transients and strays in fall and spring
migration, as the park's islands provide crucial
resting and feeding areas for migrants crossing
the Gulf. Because the islands have no
freshwater – that is why they are named “Dry”
– only seven species nest in the area regularly,
but the populations of those birds are among
the park's most important natural resources.

This is mostly a marine park – 99.8% of its
area consists of marine ecosystems. A
Research Natural Area (RNA) was established
in the Dry Tortugas in 2007, adding a new
layer of protection for the marine resources of
the park. The RNA is a 46 square mile notake/no-anchor ecological preserve that
provides a sanctuary for species affected by
fishing and loss of habitat.

Coral reefs. The coral reefs in the park are
some of the most species-diverse in the
Caribbean, containing more than 75 species of
hard and soft corals. Like those elsewhere, the
park's coral reefs are already suffering from a
hotter climate and other stresses. The Dry
Tortugas has undergone an extensive decline
in stony corals. Staghorn corals in the park
have declined more than 99% since 1977, and
live brain coral cover on Bird Key reef in the
park declined 69% between 2001 and 2002. In
2003, the largest known thicket of fused
staghorn coral in Florida experienced mass
mortality due to disease. In 2004, disease
and/or bleaching were observed at 19 of 21
monitoring stations. With these significant
declines, the park's coral reefs are far less
resilient to the effects of oil contamination that
they would have been even just a few years
ago.

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
Sea turtles. Named “Las Tortugas” – the
turtles – by Ponce de Leon in 1513, these
islands of this national park are famous for the
abundance of sea turtles that annually nest
there, the most active turtle nesting site in the
Florida Keys. The five species of sea turtles
found in the Dry Tortugas region are green,
loggerhead, Kemp's ridley, hawksbill, and
leatherback. Green and loggerhead turtles
commonly nest in the park, and leatherback
do so rarely. All five species were once more
abundant, but now all five species are listed as
endangered under the Endangered Species
Act, making the Dry Tortugas populations
especially important. Between 1995 to 2004, a
total of 2,125 sea turtle nests in the park

Marine resources. Over 330 species of reefassociated fishes have been identified,
including recreationally important gamefishes
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such as snappers, groupers and grunts, and
non-gamefishes such as butterflyfishes and
damselfishes. Spiny lobsters and pink shrimp
contribute both ecological and economic value
to the region. Because of its location, the
Tortugas area plays an important ecological
role in the larger Florida subtropical seascape.
Currents flowing through the Gulf of Mexico,
the Caribbean Sea, and the Atlantic Ocean
interact to disperse larval and juvenile fish
spawned in the Tortugas as far as Cape
Canaveral on the Atlantic coast and Tampa Bay
on the Gulf Coast.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES
Because of its remote location, Dry Tortugas is
one of our least visited national parks, with
52,011 visitors in 2009. That relative solitude,
though, enhances the special nature of a trip
to this special place for those who make the
effort. One estimate is that in 2007 park
visitors spent $6 million, which was
responsible for 108 local jobs.39

Nesting Sea Birds: Special Resources
Summer in Dry Tortugas is known for brown noddies
and rarer black noddies – members of the tern family
– magnificent frigatebirds, brown pelicans, and,
especially, the masses of sooty terns that nest along
the beaches of Bush Key.

alternately incubate it for 29 days. They then care for
the chick for 8 to 10 weeks. Their food is primarily
fish and squid caught at sea surface, at times 50 miles
or more away from the colony. Sooties begin to leave
during June and by mid-August the colony is almost
deserted, with the birds having departed for the
eastern Caribbean and the eastern tropical Atlantic.

Although sooty terns regularly nest nowhere else in
the United States, some 100,000 come here to nest
every year. Outside the nesting season, they resort to
the high seas and seldom approach mainland shores.
Sooties are first heard in late December at night.
Their numbers increase gradually until they land and
begin nesting in early February. Each female
produces one egg, and the male and female

“It is its seabirds that make the
Tortugas such a birding magnet.”
Bill Pranty,
A Birder's Guide to Florida40

Other Special Places in Florida
in winter. Bottlenose dolphins also are common
in the refuge.

T.H. Stone Memorial St. Joseph Peninsula
State Park on the western side of the St.
Joseph Peninsula has ten miles of unspoiled,
white-sand beaches and some of the country’s
largest coastal dunes.

Biscayne National Park, just above John
Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park at the
northern end of the Florida Keys, has also been
identified by the NPS as potentially vulnerable
to the spreading oil. Ninety-five percent of the
park is marine, and it includes coral reefs.

Big Cypress National Preserve, just north of
Everglades National Park, has been identified by
NPS as one of eight national park system units
vulnerable to oil from the BP drilling rig.

Great White Heron National Wildlife
Refuge abuts Key West National Wildlife
Refuge and has a very similar environment of
submerged, shallow sand flats and uninhabited
islands, with an abundance of wading birds.

Ten Thousand Islands National Wildlife
Refuge, on the western side of Everglades
National Park, includes mangrove forests,
coastal marshes, and islands. About ten percent
of Florida's manatees can be found in its waters
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Map of Special Places in Texas
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INTRODUCTION
TEXAS
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
in Texas and the only one along the western
Gulf of Mexico. Aransas NWR has been
identified by FWS as vulnerable to oil from the
BP blowout.

BASIC REFUGE FACTS
Aransas NWR lies along the Texas Coastal
Bend, about 80 miles northeast of Corpus
Christi. It includes 115,240 acres of terrestrial
and aquatic communities. Half of the refuge is
Matagorda Island, one of Texas's five coastal
barrier islands, which is managed jointly with
the state of Texas, as a combination of what
technically is a separate national wildlife
refuge and state wildlife area. Aransas NWR is
part of the Mission-Aransas National Estuarine
Research Reserve, the first estuarine reserve

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
If oil from the BP blowout reaches Aransas, it
could threaten the last remaining naturally
migrating flock of whooping cranes, one of the
most recognized endangered species in the
world. (See the next page.)
Birds. Aransas is internationally known not
only as a critical wintering area for whooping
cranes, but also for attracting an astonishingly
high total of 400 species of birds.Because of its
geographically strategic location along the
Central Flyway for mid-continent migrating
birds and its variety of habitat types, the
refuge is a major stopover for migratory birds
during their fall and spring migration. During a
normal migration, about 103,000 ducks and
11,000 geese use the refuge. At least 25
waterfowl species are known to winter on the
refuge. Shorebird numbers and diversity also
are outstanding.

Steve Hildebrand, FWS

Coastal wetlands. The refuge's coastal
wetlands are the critical resource supporting
both the refuge’s wildlife and also the fishery
of the Gulf Coast. The wetlands provide
spawning, nursery, and rearing habitat for
many wetland and tidal-inlet dependent fish
species, more than 20 of which have
significant recreational, commercial, or prey
value.

Whooping crane
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES
The refuge receives approximately 60,000
visitors annually, with most visitors coming to
see the whooping cranes in winter.

Whooping Cranes: A Special Resource
The showcase species of the refuge is the endangered
whooping crane. The whooping crane is one of the
most endangered of all American wildlife. It was
listed as “threatened with extinction” in 1967 and
endangered in 1970 – protections that predated the
Endangered Species Act of 1973. The entire
remaining population of naturally migrating
whooping cranes – a single flock of somewhat more
than 200 birds – winters on or near Aransas and
breeds at the Wood Buffalo National Park in Canada.
In Aransas, whooping cranes winter in the refuge's
brackish bays, estuarine marshes, and tidal flats, and
their food includes blue crabs (their favorite food),
clams, fiddler crabs, shrimp, and other aquatic
invertebrates.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, in its recovery
plan for the whooping cranes, addresses more directly
the threats of oil to the Aransas cranes, “This wild
population represents almost half of the total number
concentrated in one area and could one day be wiped
out by disease, natural disaster, or human causes such
as an oil spill.”42 The Texas Parks and Wildlife
Division has similarly declared, “Although spill
response plans have been developed, an accident
resulting in a spill could potentially destroy
43
Whooping Cranes or their food resources.”

A description by the International Crane Foundation
of local threats to the cranes at Aransas, although
focused on local oil contamination than a regional oil
spill, suggests how vulnerable these birds are:
Pollution is another threat to wintering cranes
at Aransas National Wildlife Refuge. Barge
traffic through the Intracoastal Waterway
carries contaminants and petrochemical
products that, if spilled, could have
catastrophic effects on the cranes, their
habitat, and food supply.41

Padre Island National Seashore
abundance of seaweed on the beaches
mystifies many people, the
overwhelming abundance of trash at
other times gives rise to a great deal of
consternation, bewilderment, and,
regrettably, anger. Most visitors to the
Seashore come here to experience the
beautiful sun-drenched beaches and
leave with pleasant memories of a
wonderful vacation. However, some are
not so lucky and find their way here at
times when the beach is covered with a
seemingly endless river of trash then
leave wondering 'Where does all this
trash come from and why is no one doing
anything about it?'

BASIC SEASHORE FACTS
Located along the south Texas coast, Padre
Island National Seashore protects the longest
undeveloped stretch of barrier island in the
world, with 70 miles of sandy beaches.
The National Park Service has identified Padre
Island National Seashore as one of eight
national park system units in Gulf Coast states
that could be affected by the oil spill. The way
in which the oil could be brought to the
seashore is explained by NPS on its seashore
website by this general description of the
effects on the seashore of the Gulf's prevailing
currents:

Several thousand years ago the currents in

Just as the sometimes overwhelming
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species (nearly half of all bird species
documented in North America). Thirteen of
these species are considered species of
concern, threatened, or endangered.

the Gulf of Mexico brought the sand,
sargassum, and driftwood that formed the
island. Today the currents continue to bring
natural objects, but they also bring anything
that is thrown or emptied into the Gulf:
bottles, hypodermic needles, light bulbs,
lumber, oil, etc.44

Coastal ecosystems. The National Seashore
is mostly prairie/grasslands with ephemeral
marshes and ponds bordered on the east by
the Gulf of Mexico and on the west by the
Laguna Madre. In addition to beaches, other
important ecosystems of Padre Island that
could be affected by oil include rare coastal
prairie, a complex and dynamic dune system,
tidal flats, and the Laguna Madre, one of the
six lagoons in the world saltier than the
ocean. These land areas and surrounding
waters provide important habitat for marine
and terrestrial plants and animals, including a
number of rare, threatened, and endangered
species.

NATURAL RESOURCES AT RISK
Sea turtles. All five sea turtle species that
occur in the Gulf of Mexico have been
documented nesting at Padre Island National
Seashore in recent decades. They are the
green sea, hawksbill, leatherback, loggerhead,
and Kemp's ridley sea turtles. Padre Island
National Seashore is the only area in Texas
where nests from all five species have been
documented. (In the case of the hawksbill,
only a single nest has been documented, in
1998.)The sea turtle nesting season at Padre
Island is primarily from April through July, with
some nesting found in August and September.
This year's turtle nesting season is underway.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES
About 650,000 people a year visit Padre
Island National Seashore. One estimate is
that seashore visitors in 2007 spent $46
million, which was responsible for 576 local
jobs.45

Birds. Situated along the Central Flyway used
by mid-continent migrating birds, Padre Island
is a Globally Important Bird Area with over 380
migratory, overwintering, and resident bird

Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtles: A Special Resource

Biologists did not know the location of the main
Kemp's ridley nesting beach in Mexico until the
early 1960s, when a film was discovered that showed
an estimated 40,000 females nesting at Rancho
Nuevo on one day. Despite protection efforts by the
Mexican government, the population continued to
decline. In 1978, the United States joined Mexico in
efforts to try to save the species from extinction and
recover the population, including an attempt to
increase nesting by this indigenous species at Padre
Island National Seashore to form a secondary nesting
colony at a protected beach in this country as a

NPS

Of the five sea turtle species in the Gulf of Mexico,
the Kemp's ridley is the most endangered. More
records have and continue to be from Padre Island
National Seashore than any other location in the
United States. Padre Island also offers the best
opportunity for Americans to see hatchling Kemp's
ridleys.

A ranger shows off a hatchling sea turtle at Padre Island.
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safeguard against extinction. Due to years of
conservation efforts, Kemp's ridley nesting is
increasing in both Mexico and the United States, in
this country principally at Padre Island.

northern end of Padre Island National Seashore.
However, eggs from some of the nests found at the
southern end of Padre Island National Seashore are
incubated in a screen enclosure called a corral,
located at the base camp near the National Seashore's
40 mile marker, and the resulting hatchlings are
released there. Hatchlings from the incubation facility
and corrals are released after they enter an active state
called a frenzy which occurs about 1-3 days after the
slow process of hatching is first detected. Hatchlings
are guarded during release to ensure that they safely
enter the surf.

Kemp's ridley turtles reach maturity at 10-15 years of
age. On average every two years, females come
ashore to lay their eggs. The males spend their entire
lives at sea once they have hatched. The group of
eggs laid by one mother at one time is referred to as a
"clutch". During each nesting season, females lay
from one to four clutches of eggs (average 2.5-3.0).
One clutch can have from 50 to 130 eggs.

Each year, the public is invited to attend 15 to 25 of
the releases of hatchlings that emerge from eggs cared
for at the Padre Island National Seashore incubation
facility. Hatchling releases are extremely popular with
the public. Thousands of people attend each year.

Eggs from most sea turtle nests found at Padre Island
National Seashore and northward along the Texas
coast are transported to the Padre Island National
Seashore incubation facility for protected care and
monitoring and the hatchlings are released at the

Other Special Places in Texas
people. Coastal wetlands support waterfowl in
winter and neotropical songbirds migrating to
and from Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula. Its key
location on the Texas Gulf yields one of the
highest Audubon Christmas bird counts in the
nation - more than 200 species.

Texas Point National Wildlife Refuge, near
the Louisiana border at Sabine Pass,
encompasses 8,900 acres that include fresh to
salt marshes. The marshes serve as a nursery
for various species of aquatic life, supporting
marine fisheries and an ever-changing variety
of migratory songbirds and waterfowl.

San Bernard National Wildlife Refuge, west
of Brazoria NWF along the Gulf Coast, is part of
a group of refuges designated as an
internationally significant shorebird site by the
Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve
Network. Dowitchers, dunlins, lesser
yellowlegs, and sandpipers abound during
migration, and thousands of waterfowl fill the
saltwater marshes and freshwater ponds
further inland.

Anahuac National Wildlife Refuge,
bordering Galveston Bay, features meandering
bayous with vast expanses of coastal marsh
and prairie that cut through ancient flood
plains. The 34,000 acre refuge is home to an
abundance of wildlife, including alligators, as
many as 27 species of ducks, and huge flocks
of snow geese, sometimes in excess of 80,000.
Brazoria National Wildlife Refuge, near
Houston, offers haven for both wildlife and
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Protecting the Gulf’s Special Places – and More
This section contributed by Theo Spencer of
the Natural Resources Defense Council.

should be excluded from leasing. The
moratorium called for above should not be
lifted before the investigation has been
completed.

The tragedy that continues to unfold in the
Gulf of Mexico demonstrates the grave risks
posed by offshore oil drilling and how little we
know about how to assess or mitigate those
risks. It also demonstrates the need to take
advantage of this critical moment to move the
nation to a clean energy future that would
reduce our need for offshore oil and eventually
eliminate it.

Finally, we need to get serious about the best
way to produce the oil we use. Expanding
offshore drilling could increase U.S. production
by less than 300,000 barrels a day by 2030,
according to the American Petroleum Institute,
which represents the oil companies. We could
get ten times that amount - 3 million barrels a
day - by using carbon dioxide captured from
power plant emissions to force out oil stranded
in existing domestic wells, according to a
March report by Advanced Resources
International, of Arlington, Va. And a February
analysis by the Environmental Protection
Agency shows how we can reduce oil
consumption overall by 7 million barrels per
day.

Oil exploration policy and energy policy more
generally need to be thoroughly reviewed and
reconsidered in light of the startling new facts
on the ground. We need to take the following
actions concerning oil drilling:
• Impose a moratorium on all new oil
activities offshore until the causes of the
current spill and their ramifications are
fully understood and have been addressed.
This would mean a halt to new offshore
leasing, exploratory drilling and seismic
exploration, including the exploratory
drilling that is scheduled to begin in the
Chukchi and Beaufort Seas in Alaska this
summer.

Ultimately, to protect our special places like
National Parks, Seashores and Wildlife Refuges
for the enjoyment of this and future
generations, Congress needs to pass
comprehensive clean energy and climate
legislation. The House of Representatives has
already passed such legislation and now it is
the Senate's turn to act. These policies would
move us away from our dangerous
dependence on oil and toward a mix of
sustainable and renewable power and fuel. It
would reduce heat-trapping gases so that a
changed climate and its impacts do not
overwhelm our parks, seashores and wildlife
refuges. The federal government must take
these essential steps:

• Ensure the ground rules for future drilling
reflect the lessons of the Deepwater
Horizon. This would require suspending the
processes the Administration now has
underway to plan for future drilling. The
suspension should remain in effect until
the causes of the current spill and their
ramifications are fully understood, and
appropriate new rules and standards can
be imposed.

• Enact comprehensive mandatory limits on
global warming pollution to reduce
emissions by at least 17 percent below
2005 levels by 2020 and 80 percent by
2050. This will deliver the reductions that
scientists currently believe are the
minimum necessary, and provide
businesses the economic certainty needed
to make multi-million and multibillion dollar
capital investments.

• Initiate an independent investigation to
assess the causes of the current spill, how
such spills can be avoided in the future,
the adequacy of containment and clean-up
measures for spills generally, and the
implications of these findings for drilling in,
or adjacent to sensitive or ecologically
important areas. Recommendations
should be issued on how to strengthen
regulations to prevent spills, to protect
sensitive and ecologically important areas,
and for criteria to determine whether areas

• Overcome barriers to investment in energy
efficiency to lower emission reduction
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costs, starting now.

These steps would help ensure that the
lessons of this disaster can be used to reform
our drilling and energy policy.

• Act to accelerate (investment in) the
development and deployment of emerging
clean energy technologies to lower longterm emission reduction costs.

For more information on what should be done,
see www.nrdc.org.
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Sources and Notes
Except as otherwise indicated by notes referring to
particular matters, information in this report on
parks and wildlife areas and their resources was
taken from the website for those areas maintained
by their managing agencies and from these
additional sources:

http://www.fws.gov/southwest/refuges/texas/arans
as/pdf/AransasNWRDraftCCP2009.pdf.
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